Numerically stable optimized effective potential method with balanced Gaussian basis sets.
A solution to the long-standing problem of developing numerically stable optimized effective potential (OEP) methods based on Gaussian basis sets is presented by introducing an approach consisting of an exact exchange OEP method with an accompanying construction and balancing scheme for the involved auxiliary and orbital Gaussian basis sets that is numerically stable and that properly represents an exact exchange Kohn-Sham method. The method is a purely analytical method that does not require any numerical grid, scales like Hartree-Fock or B3LYP procedures, is straightforward to implement, and is easily generalized to take into account orbital-dependent density functionals other than the exact exchange considered in this work. Thus, the presented OEP approach opens the way to the development and application of novel orbital-dependent exchange-correlation functionals. It is shown that adequately taking into account the continuum part of the Kohn-Sham orbital spectrum is crucial for numerically stable Gaussian basis set OEP methods. Moreover, it is mandatory to employ orbital basis sets that are converged with respect to the used auxiliary basis representing the exchange potential. OEP calculations in the past often did not meet the latter requirement and therefore may have led to erroneously low total energies.